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ABSTRACT
System level modeling and faster architectural exploration is becoming very essential to achieve a better costperformance trade off, short time to market, to determine the success and failure of the system and to narrow down
the design space early in the design stage [1]. Simulation based system level modeling and analysis involves dynamic and statistical computation of design matrices at different workload events and transitions. This method is faster
than RTL (Register Transfer Level) and more accurate than Analytical method [2]. Difficulty in simulation based
system level modeling is that the integrating the models of system components at different levels of details with different modeling languages. That leads to increase in learning curve, modeling effort and modeling time. To address
this problem, we need to have common platform and method to integrate the analysis specific system component
models at different levels of modeling details. Work carried out is to explore the modeling flow for simulation based
system level performance modeling, analyzing and optimization using analysis specific generalized parametric models of system components. In this work, system architecture and task mapping is determined based on the analysis
and optimization of end to end latency, resource cost and utilization. System components such as multi-core processor, memory, and bus and IO unit can be characterized by generalized standard abstract modeling libraries.
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INTRODUCTION
Embedded system designer must of course construct an implementation that fulfils desired functionality, but difficult challenge is to optimize the numerous design metrics [1]. This difficulty is increased by the time to market pressure. Delayed entry to market causes serious negative effect. System level modeling and analysis can be helpful to
derive and optimize the performance, power and Cost during early in design phase, is a solution for addressing the
design challenges. System level modeling by analytical method is done by solving the series of equations to get the
performance and power numbers. This modeling is faster in evaluation time, but less accurate in evaluation numbers
and this can be used only for simple system modeling. On the other hand, system modeling at RTL and lower is
more accurate but requires detailed system description with more modeling effort and inflexible. Simulation based
system level modeling and analysis is the ultimate approach for optimizing the design metrics along with functional
implementation. The model can be reconfigured and experimented for different conditions. Component interaction
of the model is monitored by simulation called Model of Computation (MOC). Discrete event MOC simulation engine is used in proposed approach, in which system changes instantaneously in response to arrival of discrete events,
is being triggered as an event occurs, all concurrent events executed each time and maintains the notation of current
time and processes events. Actual electronics system representation is given in equation 1.
Digital System = Software + Hardware + Inputs/Outputs
(1)
System model includes behavior flow and mapping models, system traffic, resources and topology, statistical models system objectives, system variables and parameters, model of computation.
System simulation model = model of computation + system variables and parameters + traffic +
behavior model + Resources model + statistical model of system objectives
(2)
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Where
Model of computation
Behavior model
Resources model
Traffic
System Parameters
Statistical Model

= Discrete event simulator
= Task flow or behavior flow with mapper + Queue + Analysis expressions
= Resources (queue with processing time) + Topology
= Source and workload for analysis
= Simulation length + Resource Bandwidth + Traffic rate + Experimental condition
= Performance measures + Other conditions

Fig. 1 System Model

Simple System model as shown Fig. 1 consists of application model, architecture model and task mapping. These
models are simple enough to understand, are built using abstract library blocks. These library blocks mimic the
actual system components specific to system modeling objectives. Equation 2 represents analysis specific system
model.
Architecture model are made by scheduler blocks i.e. queue with processing delay representing hardware resources. Application Model represents the application flow, algorithm or task graph. Each task in application
model includes the details of resource mapped, and task time. Task time can be relative time or number of cycles
per task. Processing time of the resource is can be defined by the following equations. These models can be refined
further based on available details.
Processing Time = Relative Task Time of the task = Number of Cycles/ Resource Speed
(3)
System modeling represents the working system i.e. system behaviour during applications or software running on
system hardware at different input conditions and traffic.
Performance modeling and analysis is used for identifying application scenarios and performance criteria. Performance criteria are system latency, throughput and utilization. Definition of the system latency defined in following
way.
System Latency = Time of response at Sink - Time of request at Source
System Latency = Task Processing Time + task Waiting Time
System Latency = Processing Time+ Waiting Time + Memory Access Time + Context Switching + Communication Time + Task Scheduling Time
(4)
Resource Utilization is ratio of total processing time of the resource during system execution time to system execution time.
Resource Utilization = processing time of the resource/ system execution time
(5)
Simulation Tool used in proposed approach is Visualsim from Mirabilis Design is a system level modeling and
analysis tool having built-in simulation engine with pre built analysis specific modeling components such as resource blocks, algorithm flow models, statically blocks and source blocks are available for faster system modeling,
analysis and optimization [4]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Proposed system level modeling approach is explained in Methods. Experimental results are presented in section results and discussion. Concluding
remarks are given in Conclusion section.
METHOD
In Figure 2: Blue shaded block shows pre system modeling steps and purple shaded block shows the steps for developing executable system model. Pre system modeling steps includes documentation of problem definition, real
system data collection, details of analysis measures. Developing system level modeling involves the translation of
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system specification and analysis objectives into executable system model. The Mentioned steps in the flow are for
understanding the concept of system modeling [5]. The sequence of the steps can be varied and be used repeatedly
based on refinements, results and levels of system details. Steps involved in simulation based system level modeling and analysis is described as follows.
Problem Identification and Formulation: This step includes problem description, proposed solution, and formulation of the problem, requirements, modeling objectives, expected results, assumptions required, and timeline for
modeling.
System Data Collection: In this step System specification, input variables, source of randomness, standard or empirical distributions for simulation are collected.
Develop Parametric Abstract Model and Validate: Develop schematics and flow diagram of the system and
translate to simulation model. Verifying simulation model (Trace, Animation, and manually checking results),
comparing the model performance under known conditions with performance of real system [6]. Model examined
by system experts, analyst Examining model assumptions are correct are done here.
Setup the Configurations and Experimental Condition for Simulation Runs: In this stage Selection of performance measures, input variables and their levels (batch simulation to be considered), list of experimental conditions for runs simulation length, expected output data to be correlated are discussed in this stage. Perform simulation runs: In this stage performance, cost and other metrics numbers are generated in the form of mean, standard
deviation, minimum/maximum value.
Collect the Results for Different Simulation Runs and Discuss: Collect results for simulation runs either by
batch or individual runs, construct display charts.
Document Model for Communication and Future Use: Document the objectives, assumptions and input variables in detail. Answers for questions with simulation results, and recommendation for further experiments is specified in this stage.
Simulator Selection: Selection of Simulator is based on simulation requirements of the model that is based on
type of analysis. Digital simulator engine is used for discrete event simulation.
Declaration and Initialization: This step is as same as the variable declaration in programming language. It includes declaration of parameter, Data structure, global and local memories (variables).

Fig. 2 Simulation based System level modeling flow
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Workload Modeling: Workload is to evaluate the effect of different traffic on a system. It represents video
frames, signals through pins, network packets and control messages. This can be a distribution based, sequence of
reads and writes, and triggers the series of activity. Traffic can be either a data structure, pin value or token (any
data type).
Behaviour Modeling: Behaviour flow describes the order and dependency of the tasks that are processed on the
data. Behavioural model represents application, algorithm or software flow of the system. It contains timing information for performance modeling.
Architecture Modeling: Architecture represents the computational and communication devices or resources such
as processors, buses and memories.
Mapping: Mapping is a process connecting the tasks to the resources; task can be mapped to resources with relative processing time or with the number of instruction cycles or with the list of instruction set of particular task.
Statistics modeling: Statistics models are used to generate the analysis based statistics numbers as given in equation 4 and 5.
Post processing: Collecting the result and plotting for multiple simulation runs for different parameters and their
different values is difficult by individual simulation runs. In such case common batch simulation should be considered. Batch simulation is useful for post processing and analysis of simulation results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considering a case study consists of three applications and their task flow is shown in figure 3, and configuration
details are shown Table 1 and Table2. There are four available resources and their worst case execution time for
individual resource at different task is given in the Table 1. Each resource cost is given in Table 2.
Problem Identification and Formulation:
 Develop the simulation model for performance analysis.
 Select the hardware architecture for given application with reasonable latency and cost.
 Conduct the trade study and Optimize the performance of the system.
 Explore the task mapping required to achieve high speed, low cost system.

T6

Fig. 3 Task flow diagram

Abstract modeling applications as shown in figure is done by transferring behavior flow of the system to simulating behavioral model by using standard VisualSim library blocks. Mapper block is used to model the task and parameter required for mapper block is task execution time, resource allocation, task priority and task number. Resources are modeled by using scheduler and required parameters are resource speed and scheduling mechanism.
Following equations are required for statistical modeling.
Latency = TNow – input.Time
(7)
Utilization = Processing_time/ Response_time
(8)
To identify the task allocation for optimal latency, allocation parameter of the mapper block is randomized using
random function.
Table -1 Cost of Each Resource
Cost

R1
4

R2
15

R3
3
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Table -2 Task Worst Case Execution Time for Individual Resource
Task
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17

R1
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.8
1.2
0.7
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.8
0.3
0.4
0.9
0.2

R2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.1

R3
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.7
1.0
1.5
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.9
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.3

R4
0.6
0.9
0.6
1.0
1.1
2.1
1.4
1.9
0.9
0.5
0.6
0.7
1.1
0.5
0.6
1.3
0.3

Fig. 4 Simulation Models of the Applications as Described in the Task Flow

[X access represents
simulation time in
second and
Y access represents the
latency in seconds]

Fig. 5 Latency VS Simulation time

[X access represents configuration cost
in cost units and Y access represents the
latency in seconds]

Fig. 6 Latency VS Cost
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Collect the Results for Different Simulation Runs and Discuss
All possible latency numbers for three applications shown in figure. From this graph low latency numbers can be
identified and experimental setup can be fixed to get the values below 10 units for next simulation run.
Fig. 6 shows the trade-off between latency and cost. Viable solution is identified from graph is cost of 9 units.
Resources available for cost 9 units are R1, R3 and R4. Fig. 7 shows the latencies of application 2 and application
3 Vs Application1 for defined architecture. Architecture consists of resource R1, R3 and R4 and cost of resource is
4, 3 and 2 respectively. Lowest latency from this plot for application 1, application 2 and application 3 are 3.4,
5.52 and 5.57 respectively. At this particular latency point utilization of the resources are 85, 97, and 61 and very
low. Bottleneck of low resource utilization is identified by timing diagram as shown in Fig. 8. Optimization is
done by splitting the task 6 and map to the resource R3 and R4. Optimized latencies three applications are 3.27,
4.37 and 4.89 respectively. Task flow and resources utilization after optimization plots are given in Fig. 9. From
Fig. 10 all resources are busy during simulation time and system latency increases gradually because of traffic rate
of the workload is faster than the system performance. Due to faster traffic rate number of tasks waiting in the
resource queue increases along the simulation time.

Fig. 7 Latencies of application2 and application3 Vs latency of application1

X access represents simulation time in second and Y access represents task number or taks ID
Fig. 8 Task timing diagram

Fig. 9 Resource utilization
X access represents resources R1, R3 and R4 and Y access utilization of each resources
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Fig. 10 Resource activity and system latency

CONCLUSION
Concept of simulation based system level modeling and analysis method is presented in this paper by considering
an example. Modeling of task flow of multiple applications, resource modeling, and mapping is done using VisulSim a system level modeling and analysis tool. Initially all resources are mapped randomly for all tasks and then
identified the low latency points at the configuration of reasonable resource cost. The task mapping is further randomized to find out the task mapping at the lowest latency point of defined configuration which is identified in
previous simulation runs. Task parallelization is done to achieve maximum resource utilization and low latency.
Simulation based system level modeling is faster than RTL simulation and accurate than analytical method and it
improves the efficiency of system development in terms performance, time to market, and cost. Performance of the
system depends on the waiting time, processing time and accessing time of random arrival of system requests.
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